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Abstract 
Broadband comrnurucahon uslng code division multiple access (CDMA) can be aheved 
either by uslng a single-carner wideband direct-sequence (DS) waveform or by us- 
mg several disjoint, narrowband DS waveforms on multiple subcarriers Mdiccarner 
(MC) approach offers several advantages includmg robustness m fading and mterfer- 
ence, frequency dversity, operabon at lower &p rates (and hence lower demce clock 
speeds and device power consumpbon), and non-contiguous bandwidth operabon 
O m g  to these advantages, mulhcarner techruques have been proposed to be used 
in the next generabon wireless systems In h s  thesis, we consider a multrcarrier DS- 
CDMA system where the data stream multiplied by a spreadmg sequence modulates 
mulhple eqw-width, disjomt subcarriers We consider the performance analysis of 
such a mulbcarner system with particular focus on a) effect of imperfect subcarner 
phases at the receiver, b) code acquisihon performance m the presence of data modula- 
tion, c) effect of intermodulation distorbon (IMD) due to power amplifier nonllneanty 
and interference suppression schemes to reduce the IMD effects, and d) soft declsion 
parallel rnterference cancellabon 
In the first part of the thesis, we analyze the b ~ t  error performance of mulhcamr 
hrect-sequence spread spectrum @SSS) systems mth zrnpefect subcarner phases at the 
receiver on mulbpath Rayleigh fading channels We cons~der the phase errors ans- 
ing from the receiver phase locked loops on the mdiwdual subcarners to be T&honov 
distributed We denve an upper bound on the average bit error probabihty by approxl- 
rnatmg the phase error loss funchon by a staircase funcbon We show that the bound is 
mexpensive to compute and is reasonably accurate We present the effect of imperfect 
subcamer phase coherence on the bit error performance of multrcamer DS-SS under 
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various channel and system condlbons 
In the second part of the thesis, we consider the performance of code acqusihon in 
multxarrier DS-SS systems m the presence of data modulatzon, 1 e , when unmodulated 
pilot is not available for code acquisibon purposes The mohvabon of tlus study 
arises from the possibil~ty of beneficially using mulbcarrier DS-SS in global posihon- 
ing system (GPS) pseudolites, where unmodulated pilot IS not ava~lable To acqure the 
spreading sequence in the presence of data modulahon, the receiver provides a nonco- 
herent correlator for each of the subcarrier, and the correlahon hme is parthoned into 
subintervals m each of the correlator We consider two ways of comblrung the M cor- 
relator outputs for each hrmng hypothesis, namely, equal galn combirung (EGC) and 
selechon combirung (SC) We analyze the probability of incorrect declsion and mean 
acquisibon bme performance for the cases of alternate data (AD) and random data 
(RD) on mulhpath Rayleigh fadmg channels We show that sigruhcant reducbon m the 
mean acquisibon hme can be ackueved uslng the multrcarner DSSS approach 
In the h r d  part of the thesis, we consider the effect of znterrnodu~atzon distortzon (IMD) 
due to power amplifier (PA) nonlinearity on the performance of mulbcarner multr- 
ple transmt antenna DSCDMA systems W l e  a mulbcarrier approach of ahewng 
frequency diversity performs well m the presence of parbal-band mterference ham- 
m g ) ,  it suffers from the effects of IMD due to PA nonlmearity On the other hand, 
transmt dwersity using mulbple transmt antennas has the benefit of no IMD effects, 
but can suffer from a larger performance degradabon due to parbal-band mterference 
(e g , jammmg or narrowband signals m a overlay system) compared to the mulbcar- 
ner approach Hence, hybrid diversity schemes whch use both mulhcarner as well as 
mulbple transmt antennas are of mterest Techruques to suppress IMD effects m such 
hybnd diversity schemes are important We propose and evaluate the performance 
of a m u m  mean square error (MMSE) receiver to suppress the mtermodulabon 
dlstorbon rn a coded mulbcarner multlple transmt antenna (P trartsrmt antennas) 
DS-CDMA system with M subcarners on each transmt antenna The system uses 
rate-1/M convoIubonal codmg, lnterleavlng and space-bme codmg We compare the 
perfannance of a (M = 4, P = 2) scheme and a (M = 2, P = 4) scheme, both havmg 
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t.he same diversity order We show that the proposed MMSE receiver effectively sup- 
presses the IMD effects, thus enablmg to retain better anti jamng capabihty without 
much loss m performance due to IMD effects 
In the fourth part of the thesis, we present and analyze the performance of a parallel 
znterference cancellntzon scheme for mulhcarrier DS-CDMA systems It is known that 
DS-CDMA systems are mulhple access interference (MAI) lirruted, and that any tech- 
ruque that can suppress/cancel MA1 can increase DS-CDMA system capauty Here, 
we propose a mulbstage parallel interference cancellahon (PIC) scheme, where at each 
cancellahon stage on each subcarner, a weighted sum of the soft outputs of the other 
users in the current stage is cancelled from the soft output of the desired user (rather 
than malung hard bit decisions of the other users and regenerabng and canceling the 
interfenng signals) to form the Input to the next stage At the last stage, the interfer- 
ence cancelled outputs from all the subcarriers are maximal ratio comblned (MRC) to 
form the deusion stabstrc The scheme has the advantage of not reqmng the arnph- 
tude eshmates of the other users We denve analpcal expressions for the bit error 
rate (BER) at different stages in the proposed PIC scheme on Rayleigh fadmg channels 
Analyhcal results are found to agree well with the sirnulabon results The results show 
that the proposed PIC scheme offers better interference suppression capabihty than the 
convenbonal matched filter (MF) receiver We also obtaln bounds on the coded BER of 
the proposed PIC scheme for a convoluhonally coded multicarner DS-CDMA system 
where the PIC-MRC output feeds a soft deasion Viterbi decoder 
